
ACCOMMODATION
Enjoy elevated comfort and warm hospitality as you 
retreat to one of our well-appointed rooms. Choose 
views of the magnetic cityscape, the Yarra River, or 
views overlooking our rooftop pool. Wake up to a 
cup of coffee with our in-room pod machines before 
you work up a sweat in our 24-hour gym. After a 
busy day of activities, book in some pool time in our 
heated pool, or kick back with a movie on our new 
55-inch Smart TV. To end the day, enjoy our modern 
bathrooms and luxe rainshower, before you sink into 
our plush bedding for a good night’s rest.

ROOM TYPES 
King Standard 
Twin Standard
Riverview
One Bedroom Suite
TOTAL

NO. 
192
102
130
8

432
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A re-imagined iconic riverfront hotel, connecting 
you to the heartbeat of Melbourne’s diverse 
people, places and events.

RESTAURANTS AND BARS
YUGO 
Yugo reimagines the concept of traditional favourites 
by injecting its menu with an array of global flavours. 
Driven by the expertise and creativity of our chefs, 
Yugo offers a memorable and delicious experience 
that will intrigue and delight diners.

DIVE BAR 
Dive Bar evokes the old-school dive bars of New York’s 
East Village. Featuring an imaginative cocktail list, with 
a menu of small bites to tempt, Dive Bar is the place 
to meet, play and dance like nobody is watching to 
your favourite tunes on the jukebox.
 
POW WOW
Pop into Pow Wow for your next business meeting, 
private catch ups or a classic Melbourne coffee. Enjoy 
fresh and bright Californian-inspired interiors, and 
our relaxing private pods for staying focused or quiet 
personal time.

HOTEL 
FACTSHEET
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Seamless Connectivity

Melbourne’s only 
absolute riverfront 

hotel 

24-hour Fitness 
Centre

TechnoGym Equipment

Three restaurant and 
bar venues

Rooftop Heated
Swmming Pool

Riverfront
Flexible Event Spaces

CONFERENCE AND EVENT SPACE
PEARL RIVERFRONT

Create an event that is set to impress! Be it a 
corporate conference or trade show, sit-down 
dinner or cocktails and canapes for 400 guests – at 
Pearl Riverfront, we know how to bring your event 
to life and bring out the finer details to exceed 
expectations.

With six interconnecting studios and four bespoke 
meeting rooms, our dedicated event spaces can 
be tailored to perfectly cater to the needs of 
your event. These stylish and modern spaces 
feature innovative audio-visual, sound and lighting 
technology with a dedicated event specialist onsite 
to take care of all your requests and ensure a 
seamless and sucessful function.

GETTING HERE

Crowne Plaza Melbourne is located on the banks of 
the Yarra River, in Melbourne’s city centre. The hotel 
is perfectly positioned within the free tram zone, 
opposite Melbourne Convention and Exhibition 
Centre and South Wharf entertainment precinct.

• 25-minute commute from Melbourne Domestic 
and International Airport (23km)

• 5-minute walk to/from Southern Cross Station
• Situated within the Free Tram Zone  

(Stop 124 - Batman Park)
• 10-minute walk to/from Marvel Stadium
• Private driveway off Siddeley Street
• Self-parking and valet parking services available


